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SER'IICING • 
the 

CORlJAIR HEATER 
COPYRIGHT 1959 CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORA liON 

PRIMARY IGNITION UNIT: The primary ignition unit 
can be serviced without removing the combustion 
blower entirely from the car. Disconnect the outlet air 
hose and remove the three bolts which secure the 

combustion blower assembly to the fender. 
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Check for .012" to .021" on each of the two cam lobes. 
A diHerence of more than .010" between lobes indicates 
one lobe of the fiber cam is excessively worn and cam 

should be replaced as shown later. 

'. 

If points are damaged, if there is evidence of condenser 
failure, or cam is excessively worn - disconnect primary 
lead, remove two nuts and lockwashers, and remove 

ignition unit. 

To replace 
cam, hold other 
end of motor 

shaft with pliers 
and unscrew cam 
counterclockwise 
from threaded 
end of shaft. 

Install new cam 
by reversing 

removal 
procedure. 

Install new ignition unit making sure the three locating 
dowels enter the recesses in motor end plate. 
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Adjust new points by turning threaded stationary point 
until gap on each lobe is approximately midway between 

.012" and .021". (Preferable gap is .01S" on each lobe.) 

PURGE SWITCH: Dirty Purge Switch contacts may be 
cleaned with non-abrasive paper only. Do not attempt 
to recondition contads by dressing with emery paper, 

sandpaper, or ,by filing. 

When replacing Purge Switch, be sure to solder wires to 
new switch as shown. Note that switch cover is secured 

by two spring tangs in front and one screw at rea •. 

HEATER CONTROLS: The adjustment of the HEAT 
control cable is very important. To check adjustment, 
remove screws from cover on right side of air distrib-

utor. Remove cover. 
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Move HEAT control lever to full "up" position. Make sure 
there is no interference with cable sheath when thermo

stat tension lever is in full counterclockwise position. 
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The DEFrost and FAN control cables have "eyed" ends 
at air distributor. The only adjustment possible to obtain 
full travel of either of these controls is by shifting the 

cable sheath in its retaining clamps. 

Disconnect H EAT control cable from thermostat and 
remove screws which secure thermostat to air dis
tributor. Install new thermostat and adjust cable as 

shown previously. 
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PRESSURE REGULATOR: When installing a new pressure 
regulator make certain the by-pass line is at or slightly 
above horizontal, so air bubbles or vapor will vent to 

the fuel tank. 

EXHAUST TUBE: To replace the exhaust tube, loosen the 
clamp which secures the exhaust tube to the heat ex
changer outlet tube. Remove the bolts which secure the 
exhaust tube to mounting brackets on the car underbody. 

Install the heater exhaust tube, making sure it projects 
up into the luggage compartment. This locates the heat 
exchanger pipe correctly inside the exhaust tube, and 
the clamp and clamp gasket can now provide a good 
seal. Tighten the clamp securely. Install the metal shield. 

BURNER ASSEMBLY: To get to the burner assembly, the 
top half of the heater case must be removed as follows: 
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Loosen 5-way connedor attaching screws. Slide connedor 
loose from case. Separate connedor. 

Remove two screws holding upper half of heater case 
to fender. Remove three strap screws. Remove two top 
screws holding. ventilator blower housing to heater case. 

Separate fuel solenoid wire connector. 
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If mixer cup must be removed because of a badly burned 
shell, a burned-away ground electrode, or to test or serv
ice the fuel section of the burner housing, remove three 
screws which secure cup to housing, Separate mixer cup 

, and gasket from housing, 
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SOLENOID COIL 

r ~ 
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Remove solenoid coil cover screw and cover. Inskill new 
solenoid coil. Make sure insulator between solenoid and 

solenoid cup is in good condition. 

RUBBER 
SPACER 

.(~ 
NOZZLE 

If the cause of fuel blockage is not due to an inoperative 
solenoid, all other components of the fuel section should 
be removed and inspected. Remove fuel nonle and 

rubber spacer. 

GASKET 

A F:':~ 
U VALVE 

SPRING ,..~ 
SEALING ..... 

DISC 
SCREEN 

Remove fuel inlet fiHing and screen. Remove three screws 
securing solenoid cup assembly to burner housing. Separate 
solenoid cup assembly, sealing disc, gasket, fuel valve 

spring and fuel valve from burner housing. 

GASKET 

\ 
FUEL VALVE 

~ 
FUEL VALVE SEAT 

(? 
FUEL VALVE 

SEAT SCREW 

NOTE: It is not normally necessary to remove the fuel v~lve 
seat screw, valve seat and gasket from the burner hOUSing. 
If these parts are removed for any reason, the fuel valve 

nylon gasket must be replaced. 
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NOTE: When installing solenoid cup assembly, use a new 
gasket between sealing disc and burner housing. Make 
sure coil terminal is approximately in line with burner 
air inlet opening. Retest burner assembly for corred 

spray pattern and complete fuel shut-oH. 

~~ .. "''' 
LARGE . 
NOTCH ~ ---- =====-_ _ .., 

GAUGE 
J-8368 

Use other end of Gauge J-8368 to check gap between 
electrodes. This end of gauge is .085" thick. Bend ground 
electrode only to adiust gap. Recheck alignment of ground 

electrode to fuel nozzle. 
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Disconnect the drain hose from the heat exchanger drain 
tube. Shift the lower heater case towards the front of 

the car. Remove heat exchanger. 

To test heat exchanger, block burner inlet and exhaust 
outlet openings with sheet rubber held in place with 

clamps. Connect rubber hose to drain tube. 
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VENTILATOR BLOWER: To remove ventilator blower from 
heater, separate connector at motor terminal. Scribe a 
line across blower housing, motor mounting plate, and 
motor. Remove four retaining screws and remove motor 

and fan assembly. 

Remove ignition unit from end of motor as shown earlier. 
Remove outer half of blower case and loosen Allen head 

screw in inner side of fan hub. Pull fan oH shaft. 

RUBBER 
SPACER 

Ii;] 
DRAW-THROUGH 

BOLT 
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NOTES 
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